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Abstract—In recent years, many companies and research
groups have been developing the design and control of Blended
Wing Body aircraft. Although commercial flights are unavailable
today, the first flight is expected in the upcoming years. The
Blended Wing Body configuration incorporates many advantages
in security, maneuverability, fuel economy, and internal payload,
to mention a few. This paper presents the aerodynamic design and
control of the Mexican Blended Wing-Body aircraft, EHEKATL.
The aerodynamic coefficients are obtained using XFLR5 for a
specific flight condition to guarantee static longitudinal stability.
Assuming that some aerodynamics coefficients and parameters
of the EHEKATL BWB are unknown, an adaptive Backstepping
controller for cruise flight is proposed. Stability conditions to
guarantee asymptotically convergence of tracking errors are
shown. Finally, numerical simulation results, under many conditions, show the satisfactory performance of the proposed
approach during cruise phase flight.
Index Terms—Blended Wing-Body Aircraft (BWB), Adaptive
Backstepping Controller, Cruise phase flight.

I. I NTRODUCTION
From the Dennis Bushell proposal to McDonnell Douglas,
now Boeing, about a new long-range transport aircraft in
1988, the leading manufacturing companies like Boeing and
Airbus have been researching and developing new aircraft,
such as the X-48 and the MAVERIC, respectively. It was the
beginning of the notable effort in the following decades to
design, develop, and test flight of the called Blended WingBody (BWB) aircraft [1]. As a result of these advances, many
aircraft models, such as VELA BWB, NACRE BWB, SAX40 BWB, and ACFA BWB, have been built and tested in the
wind tunnel and flight tests [2], [3].
The BWB is a remarkable aircraft because its shape can
increase the capacity for long-range flights or implement
a distributed propulsion system offering a wide range of
possible configurations and engine sizes, [4]. In addition,
BWB aircraft is distinguished by its harmonious fuselagewing join. Furthermore, whereas the BWB looks like a flying
wing, it concentrates a primary payload volume in its central
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section at first sight. Finally, the BWB is designed as a zeroemission aircraft, that is, to use alternative energy sources,
such as electric batteries or hydrogen cells. The advantages
of the BWB in comparison with a Tube And Wing (TAW)
configuration are due to the minor total wetted area at the same
volumetric payload capacity; less parasite drag production
thanks to its harmonious fuselage-wing join, and more lift
production due to its total lift surface, obtaining an excellent
Lift/Drag improvement.
On the other hand, the BWB aircraft represents a challenge
in many areas as aerodynamic stability and control. Regarding
the control of the aircraft, in contrast with the TAW, the BWB
has no empennage where the elevator and rudder usually are
located. So, the elevators are relocated in the trailing ledge,
and rudders could be in the central body vertical stabilizers
or winglets. The issue with locating elevators on the trailing
edge is that the arm moment is too short compared with
the elevator located in an empennage. In addition, this relocation requires a larger deflection range of the Aerodynamic
Control Surface (ACS) to avoid a lack of power [5]. Allocating
two or more elevators or ailerons on the trailing edge is
common in flying wings or BWBs to produce a bigger control
capacity. The distribution of the control surfaces in a BWB
aircraft allows control allocation methods to improve the
ability to handle failures. In addition, the control allocation
can efficiently identify and select the most suitable control
surface to complete the task. Thus, the hardware redundancy,
the aircraft weight, and the total aircraft cost are some of the
main advantages of this configuration [6].
This paper presents a preliminary aerodynamic design and
control of the Mexican BWB: EHEKATL1 . Unlike [7] and [8],
the EHEKATL BWB comprises two elevators, two ailerons,
and one rudder, see Fig. 1. For the design of the EHEKATL
BWB, suitable airfoils for the central body and out wing
were selected. Aerodynamic data was obtained with XFLR5
1 Wind

in Nahuatl. The main gods of creation and heroes.

according to the EHEKATL BWB geometry and constant
airflow conditions, delivering stability and control derivatives
essentials to the controller design. Furthermore, it allowed
us to carry out static longitudinal analysis to guarantee the
EHEKATL BWB capacity to fly and stabilize in the pitching
moment. Finally, assuming some aerodynamic coefficients and

where m is the mass of the aircraft, Vb = [U, V, W ]T
is the linear velocity vector in the body reference frame,
ω = [P, Q, R]T is the angular velocity vector, and Iij are
components of the inertia tensor of the aircraft. Additionally,

Fig. 2: Principal forces and moments on EHEKATL BWB.
Fig. 1: EHEKATL BWB design and its aerodynamic control
surfaces.
parameters are unknown, an adaptive backstepping controller
for the EHEKATL BWB in cruise flight is proposed. Thus,
asymptotically convergence is guaranteed by using Lyapunov
stability.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II shows the dynamic flight model of BWB and the
longitudinal dynamics for cruise flight. An Adaptive Backstepping controller for BWB in cruise flight is presented
in Section III. In the first part of Section IV, the Mexican
EHEKATL BWB aerodynamics design is presented, where
aerodynamic dimensional stability and control parameters are
obtained. In the second part, numerical simulations of the
EHEKATL BWB for cruise flights are carried out. Some
conclusions and future work are presented in Section V.
II. BWB DYNAMIC M ODEL
Using the second law of Newton and assuming that: i) the
Earth is flat and approximates to an inertial reference frame, ii)
the gravity force is considered constant and perpendicular to
the surface of Earth, iii) the aircraft has a plane of symmetry,
and iv) the aircraft mass remains constant [9], the EHEKATL
BWB equations of motion are given by:
Translational Motion

Fx = m(U̇ + QW − RV ) 
(1)
Fy = m(V̇ + RU − P W )

Fz = m(Ẇ + P V − QU )
Rotational Motion
Mx
My
Mz


= Ṗ Ix + QR(Iz − Iy ) − (Ṙ + P Q)Ixz 
= Ṗ Iy − P R(Iz − Ix ) − (P 2 − R2 )Ixz

= ṘIz + P Q(Iy − Ix ) − (QR + Ṗ )Ixz

the aircraft forces F∗ and moments M∗ acting on xb , yb , and
zb axes are defined as Fx = FAx + FCx + FP x + FGx ,
Fy = FAy + FCy + FP y + FGy , Fz = FAz + FCz +
FP z + FGz , and Mx = MAx + MCx + MP x , My =
MAy + MCy + MP y , Mz = MAz + MCz + MP z , respectively, where A corresponds to aerodynamic components,
C the control surfaces, P propulsion components, and G
the Earth’s gravity. The vector gravity is defined as FG =
[FGx , FGy , FGz ]T = [−mgSθ , mgCθ Sϕ , mgCθ Cϕ ]T , and
FP = [PT Cθ Cψ , PT Sψ , PT Cψ Sθ ]T represents the propulsion
vector with PT the thrust, assumed constant, and θ, ψ and
ϕ are the the roll, pitch and yaw angles, respectively 2 . The
control surfaces for the EHEKATL BWB are composed by
two elevators, δeij , two ailerons, δaij , and one P
rudder, δr for
2
i = l, r, j = 1, 2, see Fig. 1, such that: FCx = i=1 Xδei δei ,
P2
P2
F = i=1 Yδai δai + Yδr δr , FCz = i=1 Zδei δei , LCx =
PCy
P2
2
Lδai δai + Lδr δr , MCy =
i=1 Mδei δei , MCz =
Pi=1
2
N
δ
+
N
δ
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force dimensional coefficients, Lδa,r , Mδe , Nδa,r are the control moment dimensional coefficients and δe , δa , δr represent
the control surfaces given by the elevators, the ailerons and
the rudders, respectively.

A. Aerodynamics Forces and Moments
The aerodynamic forces and moments are related to the
wing aircraft interaction, which in some missions can be
related to the Earth’s movement. The aerodynamic forces and

(2)
2 For

simplicity, it is considered that cos(∗) = C∗ , and sin(∗) = S∗ .

The set of equations (4) is also known as the longitudinal
dynamics composed of axial velocity U, normal velocity W,
and pitch angular velocity q. Now, we proceed to design a
controller for the EHEKATL BWB.
III. A DAPTIVE BACKSTEPPING C ONTROLLER D ESIGN

Fig. 3: Principal aircraft reference frames: Earth, Horizontal
local plane, and Body.

moments are defined as:

To control the flight of the BWB in the horizontal plane the
elevators δeli and δeri , for i = 1, 2, are used, which are moving
in the same magnitude and direction, i.e. δe = δeli = δeri , see
Fig 1. This is the most straightforward first approach to control
the ACS according to the data obtained from XFLR5. We can
calculate the control dimensional aerodynamic parameters but
consider both or any number of control inputs (two elevators
in this case) as one. The other two control inputs on the
trailing edge, which corresponds to the ailerons together with
the rudders, are not considered to deflect in this paper. By
expressing (4) in a state-space representation and including
the actuator dynamics as a first-order delay [10], we have:
ẋ

= f (x) + g(x)ud
1
(uc − u)
u̇ =
τ

FAx = q̄SCD (α, M ach, Re, U, W, Q, δe , δT )
FAy = q̄SCY (β, M ach, Re, V, P, R, δa , δr , δT )
FAz = q̄SCL (α, M ach, Re, U, W, Q, δe , δT )
MAx = q̄SbCl (β, M ach, Re, V, P, R, δa , δr , δT )
MAy = q̄ScCm (α, M ach, Re, U, W, Q, δe , δT )
MAz = q̄SbCn (β, M ach, Re, V, P, R, δa , δr , δT )
where q̄ = 12 ρVw2 is the dynamic pressure with ρ the air
density and Vw the airspeed; M ach is the Mach number that
represents the relationship between aircraft speed and sound
speed, and Re is the Reynolds number which characterizes
airflow properties as laminar and turbulent flow and is in
the function of airfoil chord. CD , CY , CL , Cl , Cm , Cn are the
non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients of the forces (drag,
side force, lift) and moments (roll, pitch, yaw) related to air
properties and to the geometry of the airfoil (span b, chord c,
reference area S).
Finally, assuming that the airplane rotational rates are small
and that the control surface deflections do not affect the
forces in the translation equations [9], the rotational kinematics
equations are defined as:
 

 
ϕ̇
cos θ sin ϕ sin θ
cos ϕ sin θ
P
1
 θ̇  =
 0
cos ϕ cos θ − sin ϕ cos θ Q (3)
cos θ
0
sin ϕ
cosϕ
R
ψ̇
For horizontal flight, we will assume that the linear velocity
P and the angular velocity R are zero, and the roll and pitch
angles are small, such that they can be considered as ϕ = ψ ≈
0. Thus, the equation (1)-(2) can be rewritten as:
Fx = m(U̇ + QW )
Fz = m(Ẇ − QU )
My = Q̇Iy
θ̇ = Q

(4)

(5)
(6)

where x = [U, W, Q, θ]T with θ the uncontrolled state, τ is
a constant time, u is the control signal from the actuator dynamics, uc is a control command generated by the controller,

1
m (FAx + FP x + FGx ) − QW
1
m
(FAz + FP z + FGz ) + QU 
,
f (x) = 
1


Iy MAy
Q
and

2
1
m Pi=1 Xδei
 1 2

 m i=1 Zδei 
 1 P2

 Iy i=1 Mδei 


g(x) =



P

0
It is important to notice that the control signal in (5)
represents the reference command input, ud = δe .
Proposition: Consider that function f (x) = φT η in (5)
is unknown, and that the actuator dynamics (6) is included
in the BWB longitudinal dynamics. Then, an asymptotically
convergence in closed loop is guarantee with the adaptive law
˙ the control command uc and the reference command ud
η̂,
given as
η̂˙ = −Γ−1
1 φz
1
ud =
[−fˆ + ẋd − kz z]
g(x)
uc = u + τ [u̇d − ku zu ]

(7)
(8)
(9)

where kz , ku represent the feedback gains, Γ1 is a definite
positive matrix, xd is the reference tracking signal, z = x−xd
represents the longitudinal tracking error, zu = u − ud is the
control tracking error, fˆ = φT η̂, and η̃ = η − η̂ represents
the estimation error with η̂ being the estimation of unknown
parameter vector, and φ(.) the smooth nonlinear function.

Proof Let a candidate Lyapunov function V be defined as:
1
1
1
V = z T z + zuT zu + η̃ T Γ1 η̃
(10)
2
2
2
The total derivative of the Lyapunov function along the
system trajectories leads to:
V̇ = z T ż + zuT żu + η̃ T Γ1 η̃˙
= z T (ẋ − ẋd ) + zuT (u̇ − u̇d ) + η̃ T Γ1 η̃˙
1
= z T (f + g(x)ud − ẋd ) + zuT ( (uc − u) − u̇d )
τ
+ η̃ T Γ1 η̃˙
(11)
Substituting (7)-(9) in (11) we have that
V̇ = −z T kz z − zuT ku zu ≤ 0

(12)

thus, from the LaSalle-Yoshizawa theorem, the states z and
zu converge asymptotically to the origin as t → ∞. That is,
z = zu → 0 which implies that x → xd and u → ud . In
addition from (12) we have that z, zu ∈ L2 . ■
Remark. To simulate the complete system is necessary to
consider the following equations
ż = U θ − W
ẋ = U Cθ + W Sθ
γ =θ−α

(13)

where axial x and z are the axial and normal positions,
respectively, with γ the path angle trajectory as the input
variable and the angle of attack α = W/Vw for small angles,
see Fig. 4.

A. Aerodynamic Design
For the preliminary aerodynamics design, EHEKATL BWB
airfoils are MARSKE PIONEER IA, which spans from the
root chord to the first elevator, and MH 78 14.47 %, which
spans from after the first elevator until the tip wing. Vertical
stabilizers are with a NACA 0009 Symmetric airfoil. The
parameters design used on the CAD scale model are: wing
span b, wing reference area S, aircraft total mass m, root chord
l, mean aerodynamic chord mac, center of gravity cg, center
of pressure cp, neutral point np, aspect ratio AR and wing
loading wL , see TABLE I. The non-dimensional aerodynamic
coefficients was calculated using the software XFLR5, as
a function of angle of attack, Mach number, and Reynolds
number, focusing on longitudinal assumption. see TABLE II.
TABLE I: EHEKATL BWB features and air properties for a
flight specific condition
EHEKATL BWB features and air properties
Geometry Design
Air properties
b = 1.65m
Vw = 12.99 m
s
kg
S = 0.706m2
ρ = 1.225 m
2
m = 2kg
T = 15
l = 1.2m
αe = 3.4
mac = 0.695m
40, 000 < Re
cg = 0.623m
Re < 959, 000
cp = 0.675m
c = 0.695m
np = 0.693m
M ach = 0.035
AR = 3.855
kg
wL = 2.839 m
2

TABLE II: XFLR5 simulation results: Aerodynamic coefficients
EHEKATL
Non-dimensional
CL = 0.229
CD = 0.015
Cm = −0.019
CL/CD = 14.79
Efficiency =1.045

BWB Aerodynamic coefficients
Stability
Control
Xu = −0.027843
Xδe = 0.30605
Xw = 0.34641
Zδe = −8.8438
Zu = −1.5092
Mδe = −2.3445
Zw = −17.434
Zq = −5.415
Mu = 6.1021e−07
Mw = −1.2103
Mq = −1.1697

B. Longitudinal Static Stability
Fig. 4: Flight path angle, pitch angle and angle of attack.
The flight path angle γ is the difference between the aircraft
⃗ and the Horizon xH .
velocity vector V
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
Before designing a controller, obtaining the aerodynamic
coefficients of the stability and control variables is necessary to
control the aircraft. These parameters are commonly calculated
for a specific flight condition, and even with this consideration,
some of them are difficult to calculate accurately. Moreover,
flight conditions can change every instant, which results in
complex aerodynamic data. For this reason, a robust controller
able to adapt online is needed.

Longitudinal static stability refers to the xz plane of symmetry and how the aircraft maintain a certain altitude after
facing a gust. The aircraft can return to its equilibrium point
or trimmed flight after a small perturbation has occurred.
Thus, the study of Cm vs. CL and Cm vs. α are essential
in aircraft longitudinal motion, see Fig. 5. Notice that the
aircraft’s guarantee the fly capability if Cm = 0, and CL > 0.
In this case, as analysis results we have that Cm = 0, and
CL = 0.22, see Fig. 5a. At the same time, notice from Fig.
5b that when Cm = 0 the angle of attack is 3.4 meaning that
the trimmed flight is maintaining the initial constant speed V
and trimmed angle of attack αe .
On the other hand, when Cm has a negative slope, we
get a trimmed angle of attack αe at zero Cm . So when

Fig. 5: a) Cm vs. CL , b) Cm vs. α

the angle of attack decreases, the aircraft goes nose up, and
when α increases, the aircraft goes nose down, restoring
trimmed flight for small angles. Thus, the EHEKATL BWB
is longitudinal static stable. The constraint longitudinal static
stability Mw , Mq are negative, and the speed effects are taken
into account and defines a general requirement for longitudinal
static stability as ∂Cm /∂CL < 0, ∂Cm /∂Cα < 0. Once the
aerodynamic design is finished, we show the performance of
the proposed approach.
C. Simulation Results
We conducted numerical simulations on Python with the
ANACONDA suite and its free-integrated development environment (IDE): SPYDER. We use three libraries: Numpy for
arrays and linear algebra, Odeint from SciPy to integrate and
solve ODE, and Matplotlib to plot and visualize the numerical
results, showing the proposed approach’s performance. We
defined two mission profiles: a) in the first mission profile,
the aircraft starts climbing until 24m; next, the controller
maintains this altitude for 15s, then climbs again until almost
50m. After a while, the aircraft descents to 33m, and finally, it
descents to 7m to finish the mission, b) for the second mission
profile, we defined a cruise flight when a perturbation occurs.
When a gust appears, the aircraft is in a trimmed flight at 59m
altitude; the altitude descends to 51m. The controller recovers
the altitude after 7s and maintains the path trajectory at a
constant angle of attack with a smooth and oscillating pitch
movement.
For both missions, the feedback control gains, the adaptive
gains, and the constant time step were defined as:




0.3 0
0
60 0
0
kz =  0 0.9 0  , ku =  0 60 0 
0
0 0.6
0
0 60


3 0 0
Γ1 = 0 9 0 , τ = 0.03
(14)
0 0 9
Two engines produce the thrust that yields 5N in total.
The main results obtained from both simulation scenarios are
summarized as follows:
a) Mission 1: Climbing, Cruise, and Descent. Fig. 6 show
the output variables and input control signal. In an ordinary
flight, an aircraft performs taxi out, take off, climbing, cruise,
descent, approximation and landing, and taxi in phases. In

Fig. 6: Mission I: Climbing, Cruise and Descent

this mission, we only considered the climbing, cruise, and
descent phases, which is a profile that can be executed at
constant velocity. Furthermore, the aircraft altitude refers to
the normal position z. We control elevator deflection δe to
track a certain pitch velocity Q, or normal velocity W ; hence
we have an altitude change z at constant speed V . The pitch
attitude angle θ spans from the horizontal plane to the aircraft
body frame, while the angle of attack α spans from the axial
body axes to the airspeed vector. The path trajectory γ is the
difference between both angles and the actual trajectory the
aircraft follows. We notice that as θ increases, α increases too,
but just after, α recovers to αe thanks to static stability.
b) Mission II: Cruise flight - Recovering trim after a gust.
Fig. 7 shows the output variables and the input control
obtained in this mission profile with white noise. Notice how
the white noise affects the pitch Q and normal W velocities.
The mission is to keep an altitude of 59m. The simulation
begins with a strong gust, disturbing the aircraft to descend
8m. We can see that the controller recovers the aircraft’s fixed
altitude after seven seconds, maintaining a constant angle of
attack with smooth and oscillating pitch movement. The path
angle γ keeps close to zero, which means the aircraft’s axial
longitudinal trajectory follows. This movement change altitude
in a few range 59 − 60m at αe . The elevator compensates
the perturbation with a deflection of −4 and keeps the pitch
oscillation with a deflection of +/ − 1.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
EHEKATL BWB is a novel Mexican design created by the
synergy effort of UPMH and CINVESTAV. We expect a zero-
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